North District, University of
California, Irvine

eNvIroNmeNtal
As long-term owners, sustainability drives ACC’s decisions at every stage —
investment criteria, planning, project design, construction and ongoing operations
— and each is considered through an environmental lens.
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Resource
MANagement
A significant component of our environmental
management system (EMS) revolves around resource
management. We are committed to operating our
communities in a way that decreases our greenhouse
gas emissions, our use of natural resources and
overall environmental impact. In most cases,
conserving resources and improving efficiencies also
reduces operating costs. Our asset management
team and ESG team collaborate with third-party
experts and are ultimately responsible for collecting,
managing and analyzing our environmental resource
data to identify best practices, opportunities for
improvement and to measure and verify the results
of our sustainability initiatives. We perform ongoing
analysis of our energy use, water use and solid waste
diversion data across our portfolio of real estate.
Our resource management efforts rely heavily on
our utility expense management (UEM) platform.
Early on, ACC began to recognize the significant
value of measuring usage to better reduce energy
consumption. Using UEM allows us to capture, sort
and analyze all data metrics from our utility invoices
across the portfolio. Access to this data allows us
to monitor consumption, benchmark properties and
identify opportunities to reduce usage. We also supply
this usage data to third-party engineering partners
who help us identify opportunities to complete energy
conservation measures.

The Castilian in Austin, TX

WATER
EARTH use, water use and solid waste
We perform ongoing analysis of our energy
diversion data across our portfolio of real estate. SUN
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team member sp tlight

WATER

RECYCLE

We have a broad team of people working towards our environmental
objectives. In his roles at ACC, Wayne Schrader works to develop and
implement building systems, standards and specifications. At every
stage of development, he conducts a “page-turn” review which includes
confirming our environmental objectives are met. Wayne has been a
member of the ACC team for more than 20 years. He says being a part of
SUN
evolving ACC’sEARTH
standards and systems is exciting,
especially when it comes
to energy management and building automation.

ENERGY

TREES

“The technological advancement in the last five years
has been amazing. All our machines are going to be able
to talk to each other. We will be able to globally set
targets for hot water, return air, HVAC and lighting. We
can see functional issues before they become a problem
and address them before we even receive a work order.
The role of the ACC facilities professional has become
much more proactive.”
—W
 ayne Schrader
Vice President/Facilities
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Energy Conservation
Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) are an essential
aspect of our EMS, development approach and capital
investment plans. In 2021, ACC developed a partnership
with an energy management, engineering and consulting
firm which, upon receiving historical usage data for our
buildings, conducts ASHRAE Level II energy audits to
identify ECM opportunities.

Since onboarding utility expense management, ACC has:
Installed LED retrofits
at more than 125 of
our properties

For all proposed ECMs, ACC performs a full analysis to
compare upfront capital cost against ongoing energy use
and recurring cost reduction. For new ECMs, we use a
pilot approach to measure and verify projected savings at
select properties. Upon a successful pilot, we expand the
ECM initiative across the portfolio in phases, at properties
where it meets the required return threshold.

Completed watersaving plumbing
retrofits at more
than 30 properties

Identified opportunities
to pilot new sustainability
and operational efficiency
solutions

Currently, ACC has approximately

20
propertIes
with BAS infrastructure under management

Building Automation Systems (BAS)

A building controlled by a BAS is often referred to as
an intelligent or smart building. For ACC, the goal of
using BAS is to improve resident comfort while ensuring
efficient operation, reduced energy consumption, lower
operating costs and an improved life cycle of equipment
and related utilities.
As we continue to bring more equipment into the BAS,
our objective is to have all BAS and utility metering data
accessible via internet in a single cloud location, using
the same software.

The Castilian in Austin, TX
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Retrofits
LED

RetrofIt
target ROI
LEd 14%
PlumbIng 20%

We have now completed our LED initiative, having retrofitted all properties that did not have
existing LED infrastructure, or in a small minority of cases, didn’t meet our project requirements. Over 95
percent of our existing owned portfolio is now equipped with LED lighting. ACC’s development standards
include LEDs for all new projects, and we will audit all acquisitions for LED retrofit opportunity. Our ROI
for these retrofit projects has consistently exceeded 14 percent. Residential LED bulbs use at least 75
percent less energy and last 25 times longer than incandescent lighting.*

Plumbing

ACC is continually seeking out ways to conserve water at our properties. We have plans
to expand the plumbing retrofit across the remaining portfolio. Our targeted return for these retrofit
projects has consistently been above 20 percent, with an average project payback of just over a year.
Completed Plumbing Retrofits

2021

Total

15

31

$1,310,131

$2,515,987

Dollars Saved (Annual)

$905,784

$2,112,524

Gallons Saved (Annual)

82,647,888

177,173,198

# Projects/Properties
Dollars Invested (Project Cost)

Renewable Energy
Scaling our use of renewable energy such as solar and wind will enable us to reduce our greenhouse
gas emissions. As technology improves, the cost of renewables is rapidly decreasing and is often less
expensive than fossil fuels. In 2020, we modified our energy procurement process to include renewable
energy in our RFPs for deregulated energy procurement. In 2021, we expanded our energy procurement
policy across our entire portfolio to identify renewable energy opportunities for all properties. By
leveraging our UEM data and the expertise of our third-party consultants, we continue to refine our
approach to sourcing renewable energy that enables us to reduce GHG emissions.
In 2021, ACC’s renewable energy consumption totaled 10.4 million kWh at five properties. This avoids the
same amount of CO2 emissions as 829,000 gallons of gasoline consumed. We have sourced renewable
energy at four additional properties, bringing our total estimated annual volume of renewable energy to
over 14 million kWh at nine properties in 2022.
Learn more in our Energy Procurement Policy.

David Blackwell Hall, UC Berkeley
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Resource Use

Types of GHGs and ACC Sources

SCopE 1

To reduce ACC’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, we must first understand the
amount of emissions we generate and which of our business activities produce
the most emissions. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol divides emissions into three
different types, or scopes, as an industry standard of measurement. We have
conducted a three year inventory of absolute GHG emissions, Scopes 1, 2 and 3,
as well as a measurement of our Scopes 1 and 2 emissions intensity.

All direct emissions from sources that are
owned or controlled by the company.
ACC sources: Natural gas and propane
2021 Market Based Scope 1 Emissions:
17,696 Metric Tons CO2e

scOPe 2
2021 Energy Use Intensity

Energy Use Intensity
(kWh)

Water Use Intensity
(gallons)(1)

Per Unit

Source

2019

2020

2021

Electric Power

8,085

7,054

7,599

Per SF

Electric Power

7.71

6.61

7.13

Per Unit

Natural Gas

4,327

3,574

3,650

Per SF

Natural Gas

3.01

2.46

2.53

Source

2019

2020

2021

Per Unit

Water

52,647

45,288

52,390

Per SF

Water

36.37

32.38

36.18

(1) Includes irrigation, excludes wastewater

Indirect emissions that result from the
generation of electricity, heat or steam that
is purchased by the company from a utility
provider.
ACC sources: Electric power, chilled water
and steam
2021 Market Based Scope 2 Emissions:
112,339 Metric Tons CO2e

ScopE 3

All other indirect emissions that are produced
by sources not owned or directly controlled by
the company.
ACC sources: Solid waste and business travel
2021 Market Based Scope 3 Emissions: 9,916
Metric Tons CO2e
Total 2021 MB Emissions: 139,951 MTCO2e

Solid Waste Intensity
(lbs)

Per Unit

Source

2019

2020

2021

Solid Waste

1,669

1,544

1,696

By implementing UEM, we are able to track
and report on our greenhouse gas emissions
and water usage. This data will inform our
future efforts to set measurable targets. ACC
supplies the usage data collected from UEM to
our environmental consultant to upload into a
program that allows further data manipulation,
analysis, and graphic display.
Learn more in our EMS & Environmental Policy.
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Waste Diversion
A decade ago, the student housing calendar
reflected its most intense waste periods around
student move-in, the holidays and move-out. Today,
it’s a year-round phenomenon, and one that is
causing ACC to rethink the design and operation of
our communities.
In a time where Americans are demanding more
deliveries, our norms have changed drastically.
In a 2019 (pre-pandemic) ACC Pulse survey of
residents, more than 91 percent of respondents
admitted to receiving at least one package a week.
This delivery culture and resulting waste has only
been exacerbated during the pandemic.
Managing waste at student housing properties across the country continues to be WATER
one of the industry’s —
and ACC’s — most formidable and ever-increasing challenges. With the recycling industry’s inconsistency
in standards and demand, increased volumes of cardboard, and often-confusing options for waste disposal
and diversion, the operation of our communities often seems to revolve around waste management.

EA

Currently, we have

96% of Our portfolIo

transitioned to paperless leases, and we plan
RECYCLE
to be fully transitioned in 2022.

EN

We are dedicated to designing lasting, sustainable, portfolio-wide solutions, guidelines and outreach as
we work with our residents regarding waste aversion, diversion, recycling and reuse. We are also working
with our university partners and our waste service professionals to better track and quantify our waste by
category and develop programs and solutions that mitigate the waste impacts of today’s delivery culture.
We are already making progress, as we have transitioned from paper leases to electronic documents. In
this effort our most important partners are our residents. We will be developing improved and accessible
educational outreach for our residents regarding their behavior and the community waste options.
Live Responsibly: ACC Environmental, Social & Governance Update 2021
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Resident Sustainability Engagement
Resident engagement is a core component of our ESG strategy and resource
management. In our communities we showcase sustainable features and
building systems to promote awareness and make sustainable behavior
commonplace in everyday life. We also actively engage in education and WATER
engagement with residents around sustainability topics.

EARTH

SUN

ENERGY

TREES

2021 Resident Pulse Survey

What better way to understand what’s important to our residents when it
comes to sustainability than to ask them? In ACC’s 2021 Resident Pulse
Survey, residents expressed a desire to adopt sustainable practices in
their apartments.

73% of residents say it’s important to
them to have sustainable features in their

RECYCLE

apartment communIty.
54% say it’s important that the

companIes and brands
they buy from have sustainability and
corporate responsibility programs.

These insights are paramount as we consider new initiatives and innovations
across our portfolio. ACC’s residence life program promotes sustainability
among students through education and events focused on conservation,
innovation and best practices. We communicate building functionality to
our residents so that they can make the most of those features.
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Utility & Energy Use Awareness

Student housing has historically been provided as an all-inclusive utility
housing. However, increasing concern about environmental awareness and
resource consumption has created a shift in this market expectation. Financial
responsibility for utility costs creates a vested interest for a resident to reduce
consumption, and thus it has become increasingly standard to have residents
pay their utility costs at student housing properties.
Residents are responsible for all or a portion of utility costs at over 80
percent of our owned assets, creating a vested interest for our residents to
conserve energy. In markets where the landlord typically provides utilities,
ACC often implements a utility cap, or maximum allowance for usage before
the tenant becomes financially responsible. For many residents, it can be
their first time being responsible for utility payments, so we share practical
advice for how to minimize costs.

20

ACC is proactive about communicating with residents around sustainability.
This year we launched our For the Greener Good campaign. To encourage best
practices around utility and water use, as well as communicate about ACC’s
sustainability initiatives, we focus on resident awareness and education by:
• Providing move-in information with environmental tips
• Sharing energy and water information for residents to conserve their
usage
• Offering tips on reducing utility expenses
• Describing our sustainability initiative when notifying residents of unit
entry for ECM upgrades
• Educating residents on their community’s sustainability features
ACC is committed to promoting alternative forms of transportation for our
residents that are affordable, reduce environmental impacts and improve
human health. We encourage options such as public transit, carpooling,
bicycling and walking. Over the years our residents have been bringing fewer
cars to their colleges and universities, and some of them have been bringing
electric vehicles (EV) in lieu of traditional internal combustion engine vehicles.
We are currently studying whether providing EV charge stations would benefit
residents in our communities, and even promote more EV usage.

Color Palette

ACC Blue
RGB: 21 65 114

Live Responsibly: ACC Environmental, Social & Governance Update
2021
CMYK:
100 58 9 46

PMS: Bright Green C
RGB: 0 174 141
CMYK: 100 0 62 0

PMS: 3385 C
RGB: 59 212 174
CMYK: 63 0 45 0

ACC Lavender
RGB: 120 121 185
CMYK: 58 54 0 0

ACC Light Blue
RGB: 120 121 185
CMYK: 58 54 0 0
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BuIldINg DesIgn & DevelopmeNt
Development & Operations Standards

We strive to choose materials, products and fixtures that are highly resource-efficient, cost-effective and conducive
to the health of our residents and the local environment. Below is a list of sustainable products and services we aim
to include in each community we develop, balanced against student affordability. We conduct thorough reviews of our
operating and maintenance procedures for major mechanical systems. And our in-house engineer oversees building
and preventive maintenance programs and provides training to our on-site facilities staff.

Sustainable Products and Services

Energy

Water

Waste

Resident Engagement

• ENERGY STAR® appliances

• Low-flow plumbing fixtures
and aerators

• Touchless hand dryers
(replace paper products)

• 1.28-gallons-per-flush
efficiency toilets

• Recycling programs

• Cleaning products that
meet U.S. EPA safer product
standards

• Motion/occupancy sensors —
in both offices and auxiliary
spaces
• LED lighting throughout the
community and the units
• Programmable and zoned
thermostats in common areas
• Timers on hot tubs and fire pits
(reduces gas consumption)
• HVAC commissioning, testing,
adjusting and balancing
(maximizes efficiency)

• Native plant landscaping

• Durable, long-lasting floors
and countertops

• Advanced irrigation controls
on photocell and timers

• Design for box disposal in
package rooms

• Recessed sprinkler heads to
avoid tampering and accidental
damage causing major leaks

• Water bottle filling stations
required at drinking fountain

• Braided toilet and sink lines to
minimize leaks

• Building automation systems
(BAS)
• Touchless main entry doors
and fixtures
Live Responsibly: ACC Environmental, Social & Governance Update 2021

• Dilution control system
(ensures proper mixing of
cleaning chemicals)
• Promoting conservation
through rate and utility
structure and sustainability
education
• Packaging recycling system
• Motion sensor lights in
common restrooms and other
common areas
• HVAC zones per amenity area
to better control temperature
and usage in each area
22

CoMMUnITY sp tlight
Some of the other sustainable elements of this all-electric student
community include:
• 50 percent indoor water use reduction, no potable irrigation water use
• Passive load reduction strategies (solar shading, reduced glazing area)
• Green roof/urban heat island reduction
• Energy monitoring and display for resident engagement
• Promotion of sustainable transportation (bike storage, minimal parking,
electrical vehicle charging station)
SUN

• Indoor daylighting design/outdoor lighting plan to minimize light pollution
• Dynamic glazing (changes tint to keep sun out or allow it in)

TREES

Designed with sustainability in mind, the 55 H Street Residence Hall at
Georgetown University is tracking LEED Platinum certification by the US
Green Building Council and showcases numerous sustainable features that
even include rooftop beekeeping.
The project’s sustainability begins with its location in proximity to the Capitol
Campus and just over two blocks to Union Station offering residents a centrally
located and walkable community. The partial green roof is intended to help
reduce emissions, improve durability, and increase insulation. A bioretention
garden is intended to treat stormwater before it is infiltrated or discharged.
The project is net-zero energy when including the 5 percent on-site
renewable (solar) energy and off-site renewables, and will achieve a 25
percent energy savings modeled against an ASHRAE 90.1 2013 baseline.
Live Responsibly: ACC Environmental, Social & Governance Update 2021

“The whole team has been working together through
the design process, weaving in sustainability from
the beginning. That’s the difference between LEED
Certified and LEED Platinum ... it really requires a
coordinated and long-term effort from the team and
an engaged and supportive owner to champion it.”
— A aron Armstrong
Vice President, Development Management
• Architect: Robert AM Stern
• General Contractor: John Moriarty & Associates
• Sustainability Consultant: Lorax Partnerships
• MEP Engineering: Burdette, Koehler, Murphy & Associates
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Materials

We prioritize suppliers that share our approach to sustainability — that
includes everything from the siding we use on a property to the interior
furnishings at our residences. Whenever possible, we promote the use of
recycled, recyclable or renewable materials for manufacturing, packaging
and shipping, and our day-to-day operations incorporate environmentally
friendly practices.

Walkability
Proximity to campus is a core investment criterion when we develop or
acquire communities. Walkability helps students reduce transportation costs
and maintain a healthy lifestyle. Reducing students’ dependence on singleoccupancy vehicles also reduces emissions and the impact cars can have on
the environment.

Furniture Sustainability

As typical in student housing, ACC units come furnished, which is unique
from many other real estate development companies, and therefore, in-unit
furniture is an essential component of our sustainable development approach.
When looking for furniture for ACC properties, we consider durability as well
as aesthetic appearance. We want to ensure what we purchase and provide
for students lasts. Low furnishing replacement rates not only decrease the
environmental impact, but also help reduce our expenses.
Our current supplier, University Furnishings, has an average replacement rate of
1 percent per year. As part of their design, our supplier sources environmentally
conscious laminate materials, including verifiable recycled content of at least
30 percent, Forestry Stewardship Council certified wood fibers, and Greenguard
certification for low chemical emissions. They also use recycled steel and
composite wood and particle boards that are low VOC-emitting. They also ship
in a way that doesn’t require significant packaging. From the production line to
placement in ACC’s living spaces, our goal is to purchase furniture that exceeds
the standard for comfort, quality and sustainability.

Communities Distance to Campus

1
10
115
34
ON

1/

2M

CAMPU

S

ILE FROM CAM

PU

S

US
1 MI
LE FROM CAMP
+1 M
ILE FROM CAMPUS

*As of 11/1/2021. Includes owned communities, those currently under construction.
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New Community Development

Green Building Standards

All ACC developments are at a minimum designed to meet, and in many cases
exceed, all applicable code and environmental standards established by
local, municipal, and state authorities. From the early stages of design and
construction, we evaluate design and system alternatives related to facility
repair and replacement cost over the product’s lifespan. ACC utilizes a lifecycle cost analysis (LCCA) approach to decision-making throughout the life
cycle of a building to determine the ongoing cost and impact of ownership of
each community’s improvements.

The framework of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
rating system is integrated into our work at all levels, from site planning
to operations, and our development standards are designed to meet LEED
requirements. Our team is experienced with both the New Construction and
Multifamily Midrise rating systems and is prepared to manage the certification
process on any project where LEED recognition is desired. ACC is a member of
the U.S. Green Building Council, an organization dedicated to transforming the
way buildings and communities are designed, built and operated through LEED.

We evaluate our development opportunities with a prioritization for capital
investment that yields long-term savings, valuing the ongoing savings
potential of energy conservation. In our existing communities, we refine our
sustainability standards by implementing best practices established in the
development of new communities and by enhancing efficiencies, durability
or replacement of existing materials and systems.

ACC now has an industry-leading 39 projects that are LEEDcertified or tracking certification, including 24 projects that are
tracking or certified LEED Platinum or Gold. Click here to view
ACC’s LEED Certified Communities

Sustainability Planning

building
self-shading

ASU Tooker House

wind

wind

N
on campus location
reduces vehicular impact
Bike
Parking
Courtesy of Solomon Cordwell Buenz

capture
wind

solar shading perforated
screen & sunshades
pedestrian paths to campus

minimize heat load (louvres)
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CoMMUnITY sp tlight
The North District is a new 50-acre living-learning district
at the University of California, Riverside (UCR) that will
transform the campus life experience.
UCR identified a low-density and
functionally obsolete expanse of campus
for this ambitious and transformational
project. The North District Master Plan
calls for the creation of 6,000 beds
of student housing to address UCR’s
substantial projected increase in student
enrollment by 2030.

Support for student success

Home to more than 1,500 UCR students,
North District Phase 1 features a mix
of one-, two- and four-bedroom units.
To accommodate a variety of financial
backgrounds, the community’s pricing
remains consistent with similar, older
on-campus accommodations.
The community is designed to support
student success. It features academic
space for group and private study, three
seminar classrooms and direct access
to university facilities. The community
also includes an 18,600-square-foot
community center with social spaces,
community kitchen and study space, a

a landscape of drought-tolerant, native
plantings is minimally maintained
by an efficient low-water
irrigation system.

fitness center, arcade room, soundproof
music practice rooms, laundry facilities
and outdoor terraces.

Passive sustainable design

The LEED Gold project combines passive
sustainable design strategies with
innovative building systems. The project
is all-electric, the first student housing
project to be so on campus. Extensive
shading studies informed building
placement to facilitate self-shading
of the facades and courtyards over
the course of the day. Water usage by
occupants is reduced through low-flow
plumbing fixtures. Outside, a landscape
of drought-tolerant and native plantings
is minimally maintained by an efficient
low-water irrigation system.

WATER
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• Architect: Solomon Cordwell Buenz
• General Contractor: Benchmark
Contractors
• Sustainability Consultant: The
Cadmus Group
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Climate Resilience & Portfolio
Risk Evaluation
Climate change may increase the frequency of natural disasters and
severe weather conditions that impact our operations. Prior to any
investment, we evaluate the significant financial and physical aspects and
environmental regulatory requirements of every site or property. This
process requires an understanding of the environmental and physical
condition of the property and the property’s exposure to identified
climate-related risks, among many other items.
Our climate evaluation drives ACC’s overall investment decision and
strategic planning decisions, such as:
• Additional property insurance policies (flood, earthquake)
• Building envelope material options
• Consultant selection
• Site design and planning
• Development schedule
• Supply purchase timing

Our climate evaluation requires an understanding
of the environmental and physical condition of the
property and the property’s exposure to identified
climate-related risks, among many other items.

• Operations budgeting
All investments are reviewed closely by ACC’s vice president/risk
management to address these risks and ensure adequate budgeting for
mitigation. ACC’s governance structure also requires that significant
investments undergo a rigorous approval process through our investment
committee and board of directors, who further evaluate and review our
identified climate risks and mitigation procedures.
ACC’s internal audit department is critically responsible for protecting our
internal control over financial reporting. The internal audit team helps to
ensure procedures are in place to minimize fraud both at the corporate
level and throughout ACC’s portfolio, spanning more than 96 campuses
across the country. The internal audit department also protects ACC
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from regulatory non-compliance penalties. The audit committee and the
strategic planning risk committee of the board of directors oversee the
work of the internal audit team.
As part of business continuity planning at our residences, we have
automated our utility payment process to ensure utility services for our
residents and properties are not disconnected. As we witnessed during the
pandemic, automation can help operations continue to run smoothly even
during disruptive times.
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Existing Communities
In 2021, we modified our due-diligence process for property acquisitions to
include ESG criteria and environmental due diligence. Before purchasing
real estate assets, we engage external consultants to audit the property to
verify compliance with all environmental regulations and identify energy
efficiency, water efficiency and carbon reduction opportunities. We also have
consultants review and advise on carbon offsetting and carbon neutralizing
opportunities, including on-site generation, green power and renewable energy
credits (RECs). For properties we purchase that are not designed to ACC’s
environmental standard, we are committed to spending the necessary capital
to increase efficiency and drive down energy usage.

Real Estate Life Cycle Assessment

ACC uses a life cycle cost approach (LCCA) to our decision making
around all our investments, including in our existing communities.
By using LCCA, we can ensure our properties will provide the lowest
ownership costs, while also meeting our requirements for quality and
function.

Disposal
Cost

5

4

1

Life Cycle
Cost Analysis

Operating
Cost

3
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First / Initial
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Preventative
Cost

2

Service
Cost
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Energy Conservation Measure (ECM) sp tlight
WATER

Using The Summit, a 351-unit, 1315-bed, highrise development as a pilot property, ACC has
commenced installation of intelligent, occupancybased thermostats as a potential new energy
conservation measure initiative. Because The
Summit is now equipped with a BAS (building
automation system) that provides data, we can
closely monitor results from the retrofit.

EARTH

SUN

These thermostats are projected
to save more than

575,000 kWh
of electricity annually.
RECYCLE

ENERGY

TREES

Benefits of intelligent thermostats
Typical student apartments can be vacant up to
70 percent of an average day, especially during
breaks and holidays. This provided an opportunity
to install intelligent, wireless thermostats which
utilize both motion and infrared sensors to
automatically adjust temperature based on the
occupancy. Motion-activated setback technology
provides significant energy savings while
maintaining tenant comfort. We are leveraging
technology used in hotels and customizing it for
student housing operations to meet ACC’s needs.

Projected savings
In December 2021, we began installing intelligent
thermostats in every unit at The Summit and
completed the project within a week.
These thermostats are projected to save more
than 575,000 kWh of electricity annually,
equivalent to 1.5 million pounds of CO2, with
a return of more than 30 percent and $60,000
annually in savings.
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ACC has commenced installation of
intelligent, occupancy-based thermostats
at The Summit as a potential new energy
conservation measure initiative.
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